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Dear Future Tattoo-Free Guy (or gal), Before you spend a dime on tattoo removal, you need to know something VERY important.
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That the tattoo REMOVAL industry makes a lot more than the artists do on tattoos… For no reason other than the PAIN of having an unwanted tattoo. PAIN that they take to the bank!



WHERE THERE'S MONEY, THERE'S GREED MY FRIEND. THAT'S WHY YOU NEED TO KNOW ONE MORE THING: Laser tattoo removal costs $200-$500 per treatment, $2,000 on average for a full treatment! And it's the worst way to remove a tattoo. These aren't cancer cells we're talking about. Just ink below the skin. But like I said, when you have an industry that can make $200-$500 for a quick visit – people are going to take advantage. Good information about ALL NATURAL, HOME-BASED tattoo removal gets drowned out by the local laser tattoo removal clinic and its nonstop misinformation campaign. I've seen it in every community I've worked in. There's a better way. Stay with me and read this next part to learn what it is…



I KNOW: YOU WANT THAT TATTOO OFF YOUR BODY RIGHT NOW! You're tired of… People judging you based on what they think your tattoo means (and it's never a fair, balanced presumption, is it?) Tired of having to think of that old flame, or that old tribe that you put behind yourself every time you see your own flesh (Memories can fade – but only given the opportunity).
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Tired of having to hide all the time. Of having to think about what you're going to wear just based on your tattoo and whether it's going to be seen or not.



Well I have got news for you. Because no matter what reason you want to get your tattoo removed – you're about to find a whole new proven method for getting it off without even leaving your house (other than perhaps a quick trip to the grocery store!).



WHY LASER TATTOO REMOVALS COST SO MUCH MORE THAN TATTOO ARTISTS It's all about image, my friend. Us artists – we spend YEARS detailing symbols of love, motivation, and spirit. From your heart and your mind onto your skin.
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I love my work and I think it pays well. I typically get between $50-$200 for my tattoos depending on the size and complexity. So then why is an artist doing a tattoo for $100 when tattoo removal "specialists" are charging $500 to thousands for removal? It doesn't make sense for such a wide difference in any LEGITIMATE industry. Here's where things get a bit dark, I'm afraid.



LASER REMOVAL: NOTHING MORE THAN A PARASITIC MONEY-GRAB
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LASER REMOVAL: NOTHING MORE THAN A PARASITIC MONEY-GRAB



It works like this: A fresh-out-of-medical-school grad decides he'd rather go into an easy field rather than a difficult and thankless one (like emergency room surgery or primary care). Newly minted with a shiny white lab coat and a medical laser, this medical professional broadcasts on local radio, TV, and neighborhood handouts. His message?



"QUICK, EASY, AND PAINLESS TATTOO REMOVAL!" THE AD STATES.
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Of course it's never quite that simple, is it? Despite a typical session taking minutes on average, the good doc charges an exorbitant amount for the luxury of beaming your skin with his special laser.



The skin burns beat red… but it does seem to have faded… somewhat. The Laserless Tattoo Removal Guide by Dorian Davis
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Maybe after another 4 or 5 of these, everything will be back to normal? What's that… a patient speaks up out of concern?



"Sorry, this is the only way to remove it" says the doc.
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Every year this American Medical Association endorsed money grab continues to rake millions upon millions of dollars out of people who want to get simple ink removed from their skin. Thousands of dollars raked in from every unsuspecting victim, who didn't know any better than to listen to overpriced, over-rated laser skincare ads. It sickens me. As both an artist, and natural removal advocate, something needs to be changed about the practice.
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THERE ARE BETTER OPTIONS OUT THERE THAT DO EXACTLY WHAT YOU’RE LOOKING FOR Remove the tattoos painlessly and inexpensively. Without needing any overpriced "experts" hovering around over you, racking up a huge bill for a SIMPLE skin-deep change! You can finally stop being judged based on what's ON your skin. And start commanding respect based on WHO you are and WHAT you actually have to say! You can keep past memories where they should be – buried in the past. You can show new people in your life how much you CARE, with a fresh new tattoo. You're allowed to CHANGE your mind. Finally. And redecorate (or not) as you wish! Wear what you want, whenever you want, without having to plan your dress around your tattoos ever again!
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The Laserless Tattoo Removal Guide™ How to Get Rid of Unwanted Tattoos Naturally without Painful, Expensive and Harmful Procedures Because that's all it is. Ink under your skin. We're not talking about brain surgery here. So don't be willing to pay surgery prices to fix a simple skin decoration. That said, you can't just wipe the ink away either. It is under your skin after all. Which is why The Laserless Tattoo Removal Guide™ goes over exactly how to get it done safely and correctly.



IN THIS ACTION ORIENTED – GET IT DONE IN LESS TIME/FOR LESS MONEY GUIDE, WE'RE GOING TO BE COVERING THE FOLLOWING TOPICS: A detailed breakdown of your tattoo’s place in you. We’ll talk about your skin layers, the ink used, and where exactly the ink is located within those skin layers All natural herbs that break down ink pigments, slowly flushing them out of your system in mere weeks Methods that don't work – you may have read about some of these online. Here you'll read about why you should not use them, and why some methods are even dangerous
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The harmful long term effects of skin laser treatment -- and why even a good treatment can bring problems far down the line! A full ingredient list that you can pick up on your next outing to the local grocery store and alternative health market to flush the ink naturally using your body’s own waste removal process. Step-by-step methods to take off tattoos of any size, complexity, color, or location on your body Quick methods that yield fast results: when you have a job interview in days and don't have time to wait – these tactics will mask your tattoos by 80 to 90%, sometimes completely -- in HOURS



The Laserless Tattoo Removal Guide™ Customers Reflect On Their Natural Tattoo Removal Experiences I was the victim of a mis-spelled tattoo experience, and once I learnt that I wanted it off my body. I was skeptical when I came across your guide, but as you had a money back guarantee I thought I didn't have anything to lose right? I'm so glad I did, because as you can see my tattoo is now gone for good! Thank you Dorian.
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Nicholas Brown, Boise, USA



I work in a "conservative" community, so for the past 8 years I've had to wear long sleeves year round, even in the summer months. Last year I started to consider having my tattoo removed, however, I kept putting off laser, as each time I'd google "tattoo laser removal burns" I'd get seriously freaked out. Then I met a girl who told me that she managed to get rid of a big tattoo on her back using your system, so I looked you up and immediately got your guide. I've now managed to remove my arm tattoo completely thanks to you and with zero irritation! You've also saved me some serious money.



G.D.



Zurich, Switzerland



Growing up, I made some bad decisions and was involved with the wrong people. When I hit 23 though, after a friend of mine went through a trauma, I decided enough was enough and I moved out of town, and got a respectable job. I still like tattoos, but I wanted to get one that would express my own self, and not the group of people I had been hanging out with, hence why I wanted to get rid of the one I had, to make space for something more personal. It was actually my doctor who mentioned your guide to me, when I opened up to her about my reasons and about the fact that I simply could not afford laser. I’m thankful I listened to her because as you can see, I’m another one of your success cases !
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Idris Matthews, UK



Check this out Dorian - it's just been 3 week of using your natural tattoo removal method and my tatt is COMPLETELY GONE!! I don't think I'd have achieved such a result so fast even if I had used laser, thank God I found out about your system before it was too late! Feel free to use my pictures on your website btw.



David Jones, London, UK



Dorian, I'm the Nigerian girl who had asked you about your success with tattoo removal for darker skins. Wanted to let you know you were right, my tattoo is gone and it's barely been a month of using your method! I'll be happy to advertise your system over here if you want?



Ada Nwaeze, Nigeria
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As you can see from the first picture, I had gotten myself a pretty stupid tattoo! But it was Ibiza and I was drunk and I was dared…you know how it goes. Anyway pretty much from the next day I looked up tattoo removal methods and I came across a mention of Laserless Tattoo Removal on a forum. Desperate to get started I bought your guide and got started immediately. From the first applications I could see it fade slowly, and today, 6 applications later, I am happy to report it is gone for good! Now I just have to stay away from Ibiza…



Luca, Italy



I loved having my boyfriend’s name on my sleeve when I was still with him, but after the relationship broke up (and especially considering how it broke apart) I absolutely hated having my skin marred with him. Unfortunately, with a mortgage and two young angels to look after, I just did not have the money for laser. Thankfully, I learnt about you from a facebook group where a number of people were talking about the great results you had with them, and today I’m sending you this email with tears of joy in my eyes. His name is gone from my skin, and now I can forget about him completely. From tomorrow, I will truly move on and start the next chapter of my life, thank you Dorian.



Jinny Grosch,



Berlin, Germany
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